Supplementary material
. Spatial distribution of Mediterranean (light green), other Warm Temperate (dark green), Snow (cyan) and Arid climates (olive green) following the Köppen-Geiger classification for the historical 1979-2005 period. The climate type of each grid point was identified by applying the method to monthly-mean surface air temperature from ERAInterim reanalysis and from CMAP precipitation dataset. The map in this figure was drawn using Matlab. In order to decompose the precipitation change (P ) into its thermodynamic, dynamical and evaporation change (E ) components, the vertically integrated moisture budget is done in terms of the precipitation departures from the 1979-2005 period, following the analysis published by [1, 2] :
where prime represents the difference from the reference historical period, and the overbar denotes the climatology in the reference. The angle brackets stand for vertically integrated quantities through the troposphere. E is the evaporation and q is the specific humidity (in W/m 2 by absorbing the latent heat per unit mass L). The first term on the right-hand side of equation 1 corresponds to the thermodynamic precipitation change [1] , which represents the direct moisture effect (i.e. the increase of moisture transport by assuming no change in atmospheric circulation). The third term corresponds to a dynamic precipitation change, Figure S4 . Same as Figure S3 but for the winter season. The maps in this figure were drawn using Grid Analysis and Display System. • N ; blue). C-PC1 and AO signs were reversed to compare with SLP drop over siberian high. SHI and AO were also computed on 30-years running-mean data. The map in this figure was drawn using Grid Analysis and Display System. Mediterranean to arid (MED to ARID; circles) and snow to Mediterranean (SNOW to MED; triangles) climates. Symbols in bold indicate that at least 95% of the models that change climate type agree in the transition. Only the probability changes that passed a Monte Carlo significance test at the 5% level are shaded. The maps in this figure were drawn using Matlab.
